
 4 blank One-Line 
Correspondence Grids (2 
for your child and 2 for you 
OR 2 for each child if you 
have more than one doing 
the session)

 4 blank Key Cards (2 for you 
and 2 for your child, OR you 
will need 2 for each child if 
you have more than one 
doing the session)

 4 chairs

 5 dolls/teddies

 8 different small toys, for 
example a car, ball, doll, 
plane, teddy and so on.

 Some paper for sketching 
ideas and a pencil each

15–20 minutes

I CAN MAKE A SECRET CODE

Dolls and Chairs (Drawing a Visual Model)

Set up your dolls/teddies in a row and your chairs in another row nearby. Tell your child that they are going to 
make a drawing that shows anyone who looks if there is a chair for every doll or not (without needing to count 
them).

Give your child a blank One-Line Correspondence Grid. Ask them for ideas of simple symbols that they could use 
as substitutes for the dolls/teddies and the chairs, and have them draw their ideas on paper. Then ask them to 
choose one symbol for a doll/teddy and then a different one for a chair. 

Now ask them to draw the symbols on the One-Line Correspondence Grid: a doll/teddy symbol for every 
doll/teddy on the top row and a chair symbol for every chair on the bottom row. Explain that they must try to 
draw the chair symbols directly under the doll symbols, so that when they have finished drawing they can see at 
a glance which there is more of – the chairs or the dolls.

Check their work together, reinforcing the vocabulary – there are more dolls/teddies than chairs, there are fewer 
chairs than dolls/teddies and there is not an equal number of dolls/teddies and chairs.  Praise them on creating 
such a clear visual model that makes it easy for anyone to see at a glance which there is more or less of. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can 'write' consistent secret messages about the relative quantity of two sets of objects, 
choosing and drawing the symbols on a One-Line Correspondence Grid to do this.
Your child can align the symbols that they draw to show one-to-one correspondence.
Your child can choose symbols and use them correctly to represent two different sets of objects.
Your child can use a visual model to accurately represent equal or unequal sets of objects.
Your child can 'read’ another person’s secret message correctly.

To develop the ability to create a visual model of the mathematical relationship 
between two sets of objects
To practise drawing visual models of quantitative relationships (two groups of symbols 
in one-to-one correspondence)
To foster understanding of the concepts of fewer than, more than and equal to
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Secret Code:

Put your eight toys on the table. Give your child a blank Key Card, a pencil and a One-Line Correspondence Grid. If you only have one child doing this 
activity, take a set of these materials for yourself too.

Ask your child to choose two of the toys and create symbols for them. They should then draw the objects that they have chosen, with their symbols 
next to them to create the Key Card for decoding the maths puzzles that they are going to make. For example:

Now ask your child to draw a row of symbols representing one of the toys on the top row of the blank One-Line Correspondence Grid, and a row of 
symbols representing the other toy on the bottom row. They should decide how many of each symbol to draw, and then draw them one above the 
other so that you can see clearly which row has more symbols and which has less.

Do the same yourself with two different toys.

Your child and you, or your child and another child, then take it in turns to hold up the completed secret codes (the One-Line Correspondence Grids) 
and the Key Code cards, and ask questions to the other about the ‘secret messages’. For example, ‘Which toys did I choose? If the triangle is the 
symbol for a rabbit and the rectangle the symbol for a car, what does my secret message show? More rabbits and fewer cars? Or more cars and fewer 
rabbits? Which are there more of, rabbits or cars?’ and so on.

Repeat the process with the remaining toys if your child would like to.

I CAN MAKE A SECRET CODE – continued
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One-Line Correspondence Grids
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One-Line Correspondence Grids
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Blank Key Card
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Blank Key Card
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Blank Key Card
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Blank Key Card
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